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Introduction 

About this guide

 

This guide is provided to help you understand and implement Google Calendar Connector for Lotus Notes 

(GCCLN). 

What’s i  this guide 

This guide contains the following information: 

 An overview of the features and functionality 

 An explanation of the architecture of the connector 

 Instructions for installing and then configuring the connector 

 Event logs and troubleshooting tips 

 

Who should use this guide 

This guide is intended for the administrators who are responsible for the installation and management of the 

Google Calendar Connector for Lotus Notes. Those administrators need to have a thorough understanding of 

Lotus Notes administration. 

Where to find the latest version of this guide 

Google continually enhances its products and services, so the content of this guide will change from time to 

time. To ensure you have the most up-to-date version of this guide, go to: 

http://support.google.com/a/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=181256 

How to provide comments about this guide 

Google values your feedback. If you have comments about this guide or suggestions for its improvement, 

please send an email message to: 

enterprise-apps-doc-feedback@google.com 

In your message, be sure to tell us the specific section to which your comment applies. 

Thanks! 

Disclaimer for Third-Party Product Configurations 

Parts of this guide describe how Google products work with Lotus Notes and the configurations that Google 

recommends. These instructions are designed to work with the most common Lotus Notes scenarios. Any 

changes to Lotus Notes configuration should be made at the discretion of your Lotus Notes administrator. 

Google does not provide technical support for configuring mail servers or other third-party products. In the 

event of a Lotus Notes issue, you should consult your Lotus Notes administrator. GOOGLE ACCEPTS NO 

RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIRD-PARTY PRODUCTS. 

Please consult the product's Web site for the latest configuration and support information. You may also 

contact Google Solutions Providers for consulting services and options.

http://support.google.com/a/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=181256
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Overview 

Google Apps Migration for Lotus Notes (GAMLN) is a native IBM Lotus Notes application that you install on an 

IBM Lotus Domino server running on Microsoft Windows. Once you install GAMLN, you can then migrate 

Notes users and Mail-In databases to Google Apps. Migration includes mail, calendars, contacts, and groups. 

GAMLN also supports an optional Calendar Connector component (the Calendar Connector or GCCLN). This 

document deals specifically with this component. For a detailed description of the GAMLN migration system 

you should refer to the dedicated guide which can be found here 

http://www.google.com/support/a/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=154630 

GCCLN is designed to let users in the same organization experience a level of coexistence between Notes 

Calendar and Google Apps Calendar. It is ideal for use by customers who are migrating to Google Apps from 

Lotus Notes where they want to retain free/busy visibility across both systems during the migration period. 

Whilst GCCLN is bundled with GAMLN, both products can be used independently of each other. 

 

Important Notes:  

 

1. GCCLN should not be used for customers who are piloting Google Apps as the connector overwrites the 

calendars of Notes users who have moved to Google Calendar. 

 

2. You MU“T NOT use GAMLN a d the GCCLN Notes to Google Bus  Ti e Lookup  se i e at the sa e ti e 
for any of your users. You should only identify a user in the Domino directory as a Google  ale da  use  
once that user has been fully migrated to Apps. Running a GAMLN migration agai st a Google  ale da  
user at the same time will result in lost Notes events.  

Features

 

GCCLN provides the following features. 

 

Google to Notes Busy Time Lookup: Allo s Google use s to lookup Notes use ’s us  ti e i fo atio  he  
organizing meetings in Google Calendar. 

 

Notes to Google Busy Time Lookup: Allows Notes users to view the busy time information for Notes users who 

have moved to Google Calendar. 

Google to Notes Busy Time Lookup

 

The Google to Notes lookup is made in real time using a web service provided as part of your Google Apps 

domain. 

 

A user adds an attendee to a meeting and the web service consumer on the Google servers will make a call to 

the Domino service provider included in the connector. The connector will then access the Notes busy time 

store and return the information to Google calendar for display in the scheduler dialog. 

 

Note: Web service requests originate from the Google Calendar user. As long as the Google Calendar user has 

access to the Domino Http server that hosts the connector the Domino server DOES NOT need to be placed in 

your DMZ.  

http://www.google.com/support/a/bin/answer.py?hl=en&answer=154630
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Notes to Google Busy Time Lookup

 

The Notes to Google lookup is made against the Notes busy time store. An agent on the GCCLN server polls the 

Google calendars every hour extracting meeting details and updating the Notes systems with the Google data. 

 

Note: The Notes mail files of users who have already migrated to Google Calendar must be retained to support 

this feature. 

 

 

Very important: To support Notes to Google Lookups, GCCLN will remove all calendar events both future 

a d histo i al f o  the use ’s Notes ail file a d populate the Notes calendar with Google future events only.  

 

Do ot set a pe so ’s ale da  field alue to Google  if ou ish to etai  the Notes ale da  as all Notes 
calendar information will be lost. The connector will not be able to restore the Notes calendar once the person 

has been identified as a Google calendar user by GCCLN.  

 

I  additio , ou ust ot set a pe so ’s ale da  field to Google  u til that pe so  has ee  full  ig ated to 
Apps and is no longer using the Notes calendar. Using GAMLN alongside this GCCLN service for the same user 

at the same time will result in permanently lost data in Notes. 
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Architecture 

This section covers the primary architectural components of the GCCLN. 

Components

 

Calendar Connector database: This database contains all of the configuration information needed by the 

connector and the agents that are required to provide the key connector features. 

 

(GetNotesFreeBusy)  agent: This agent acts as the web service provider for Google to Notes busy time 

lookups. 

 

Update Calendars  agent: This agent carries out the following tasks: 

 

1. Reads the Domino directory and creates a user profile internally for every user who has the Cale da  
field set to Google . 

2. Checks all existing profiles against the Person documents in the Domino directory. Any person whose 

Calendar  field is o lo ge  set to Google  is e o ed f o  the s ste . 
3. Gets the Google Calendar busy time information for each user listed in the connector. 

4. Writes the Google Calendar busy time information back to the Notes system. 

 

The following diagrams show how these components fit together. 

 

 
 

Google Calendar to Notes User Lookup using Google Web Service 
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Actions completed by the Update Calendars  polling agent to support Notes to Google Calendar Lookup 
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Topologies

 

The Calendar Connector database can be installed and configured differently depending upon the size and 

spread of your Domino environment. 

 

Option 1 - Single server/site implementation 

 

Where all Domino mail servers exist at one site you will install the Calendar Connector database onto a single 

server in your organization. This server will be solely responsible for: 

 

 Acting as the web service provider for incoming Google to Notes lookups. 

 Acting as the polling server, polling Google Calendars and updating the Notes busy time stores for Notes 

to Google lookups. 

 

This server will reach out to any other server in your organization to obtain and to update free/busy 

information as required by each of the two services. 

 

Option 2 Multi server/site implementation 

 

Where mail servers are located across multiple sites/time zones you should install an instance of the connector 

at each site. In this configuration: 

 

 One instance acts as the web service provider for incoming Google to Notes lookups. 

 Each instance acts as a polling server for users whose mail servers are held at that site. This allows the 

polling services to be shared across multiple servers offering optimum performance. 

 

Note: It is important that each instance of the connector is installed separately. Do not replicate the connector 

across multiple servers. 
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The following diagram shows how the polling activity is managed in a multiple connector server 

implementation. 

 

Update Cale da s  polli g age t i  a ultiple implementation. Each GCCLN server processes only those users whose home mail server is 

part of its Server Group. 
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Installation 

In order for you to successfully implement the Calendar Connector, it is important that you follow the 

guidelines provided here. This section outlines the system requirements and preparations you need to make 

before you install the product, and the installation procedure. 

System requirements

 

To implement the Google Calendar Connector for Lotus Notes, your environment must meet the following 

minimum requirements for Google Apps, Lotus Domino and Notes, and Microsoft Windows. 

Google Apps requirements 

 Google Apps for Business or Google Apps for Education Edition. 

 API access must be enabled in your Apps domain. 

 

Domino system requirements for each server where the connector is installed 

 

 Lotus Domino Server 6.5 or higher for Windows (32 or 64 bit). 

 If you are adding a dedicated connector server to your network, the server must be registered as part of 

your existing Domino Organization. 

 Microsoft Windows 2003 Server or higher. 

 The connector server ID must have Editor (with delete rights) or above access to all mail files. 

 Microsoft Core XML Services 6.0. If your version of Windows does not include Core XML Services 6.09, you 

can download them at: 

http://www.microsoft.com/downloads/details.aspx?FamilyID=993c0bcf-3bcf-4009-be21-

27e85e1857b1&DisplayLang=en 

Microsoft Core XML Services 6.0 is included with various Microsoft products (for example, Microsoft SQL 

Server and Microsoft Office). To see whether you have Microsoft Core XML Services 6.0 installed, you can 

search your Windows folder for msxml6.dll. 

Miscellaneous requirements 

 The Lotus Notes mail files for each  user who has moved to Google calendar must be retained along with 

their Person document in the Domino directory. This is required to support the Notes to Google busy time 

lookup function. As a minimum the following fields must be filled in for each Notes user: 

FirstName, LastName, UserName, ShortName, MailFile, Domain, and MailSystem 

In addition users must still be identifiable as Notes mail users. If you set forwarding addresses Domino will 

not return free/busy information for these users. Where forwarding is required, you should apply a 

forwarding rule at the mail file level for each of your users as this will ensure that Domino will continue to 

respond to free/busy requests. 

 The server(s) responsible for polling the Google servers for calendar information should have access to the 

internet. 
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Things to do before you install GCCLN

 

You need to do some preparatory work before you install GCCLN. If you ignore this preparatory work, you will 

encounter problems when using the system. 

Prepare the Domino servers 

Verify system requirements 

Confirm your server or servers meet the specifications detailed earlier in this guide. 

Make sure that the Http task is running on your connector server 

 Applies to the server responsible for responding to incoming Free/Busy requests from Google. 

Load the Domino Http task on the Connector server. You should refer to your Domino Administrator Help 

database for more details on configuring the Domino Http task. You should also ensure that you have enabled 

the SSL port.  

Enable concurrent web agents on your connector server 

 Applies to the server responsible for responding to incoming Free/Busy requests from Google. 

Set the "Run web agents concurrently?" field to "Enabled". This setting can be found in the Domino directory 

on  the Server document's Internet Protocols > Domino Web Engine tab. 

Increase max concurrent agents & max LotusScript/Java execution times on your connector server 

 Applies to the servers that are responsible for polling Google calendars. 

It is suggested that you increase the "Max concurrent agents" setting on your Connector server by 1 to ensure 

that the Update Cale da s  agent does not impede other agents which may be running on the server. 

If the Update Cale da s  agent is not completing successfully in the times allowed by your connector server 

you will also need to increase the "Max LotusScript/Java execution times" to allow the agent to complete 

gracefully.  

These settings can be found in the Domino directory on the Server document's Server Tasks > Agent Manager 

tab. 

Set trusted servers on all mail servers 

A server that is responsible for polling Google calendars and updating the Notes busy time information must 

have trusted server access to all the mail servers that it is responsible for managing. 

To identify a server as a trusted server: 

1. In the Domino directory, open the Server document for each mail server. 

2. On the Security tab, in the "Trusted servers" field, enter the name of the relevant Connector server or add a 

group to which the Connector server is a member. 
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Sign the installation templates and check access 

Use the Domino Administrator client to copy the Notes templates google-calconn.ntf  a d g l -log. tf  
provided in the installation kit to your Connector server. Sign the template with the server ID. 

Note: The server(s) on which the Connector runs polling activities must have at least Editor level access with 

document delete rights to ea h Google use ’s Notes ail file that it is responsible for managing. 
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Update the Person Form in your Domino Directory

 

Before users on either system can share busy time information a new field alled Cale da  must be added to 

the Person form in your Domino directory. 

There are number of ways that you can add and manage this field. One approach is as follows 

Add the calendar field to the $PersonExtensibleSchema Domino directory sub form 

This particular sub fo  appea s o  ea h Pe so ’s Othe  ta  a d is desig ed to allo  ou to add ou  o  
attributes to the Person form. An example is shown below. 

 

Note: A copy of the $PersonExtensibleSchema  sub form is provided in the calendar connector template. If 

you have not already modified this sub form in your own Domino directory you can simply add the one 

provided in the kit in place of the one you have to reveal the field.  

Set the calendar field for each person who wants to share calendars with the other service 

This can be done manually, through the use of a simple agent, or through the use of the GAMLN API. 

The Cale da  field a  e set to Notes , Google  o  it a  e left e pt : 

 Notes: Users who remain on Lotus Notes. Only these use ’s ale da  details ill e e posed to the Google 
web service. 

 Google: Users who have moved to Google Calendar from Lotus Notes. These users are processed by the 

Update Cale da s  agent. Events from the Google calendar will be written back to the Notes calendar to 

ensure that existing Notes users can still see busy time details for this user even after migration. 

 Empty: Any Notes user who does not want to expose their calendar to Google users. 

 

Note: Although you cannot use the sub form provided, you can add the Calendar field to your Lotus Notes 

Rooms and Resource documents. This allows Google Calendar users to view free/busy time for Notes rooms 

and resources. However it is not possible to book these resources from Google Calendar. 

 

Very important: Once the Cale da  field is set to Google  the connector will delete all calendar events 

oth futu e a d histo i al f o  the use ’s Notes mail file and populate the calendar with Google future events 

only. Only set the calendar field value to Google  once the person has been fully migrated and has 

discontinued use of the Notes calendar as overwritten events cannot be recovered by the connector. 

Do not use GAMLN and the GCCLN polling service for the same user at the same time as this will result in 

permanently lost data in Notes and duplicate events in Apps.  Migrate your users first and only then should 

ou s it h the ale da  field to Google . 
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Configure Google Apps

 

Once you have completed the Domino server configuration, you must now configure the Web service 

consumer for your Google Apps domain(s). To do this, complete the following steps. 

Log in to your Google Apps domain as a domain super administrator. 

Select the Security  control from the dashboard. 

 

Select API reference  and Enable API access  in the right hand pane. 
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Return to your dashboard and select the Google Apps  control. 

 

Select the Calendar  service. 

 

Select  General settings  a d the  sele t the Set up Calendar to use your free/busy web service  li k i  the 
right hand pane. 
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Choose I a  usi g a f ee/ us  se i e at this URI:  optio  a d e te  the full URL to the GetNotesF eeBus  
agent in your Calendar Connector database. An example URI is as follows  

http://dominoserver.mycompany.com/google-calconn.nsf/(GetNotesFreeBusy)?OpenAgent 

 

Press the Save changes button. 

  

http://dominoserver.mycompany.com/google-calconn.nsf/(GetNotesFreeBusy)?OpenAgent
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Create the Calendar Connector Database on your Domino Server

 

Create a database on your server from the google-calconn.ntf template that you copied to your server earlier. 

It is recommended to place this database in a sub folder on the Domino server (e.g. "gccln") rather than the 

root directory. 

Do not copy the template to an NSF file. If you do, the monitoring agents will not run and the ACL will not be 

set up correctly. 

Complete the System Setup form

 

Once you have created the Calendar Connector database, a new setup form opens automatically. Follow the 

instructions in the sections below to complete the setup form. 

General Tab 

 

Configure the General tab as described below. 

Polling service 

This field is used to enable/disable the polling service on this server. This should be enabled on all servers. 

Free/Busy service 

This field is used to enable/disable the free/busy web service on this server. In a multiple server 

implementation this field should be enabled on one server only. 

Domino directory file name 

Enter the name of the Domino directory. 
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Find Notes users named in a Google to Notes Free/Busy request using 

When a Google user requests free/busy information for a Notes user the system must locate the Notes user in 

the Domino directory before the request can be fulfilled. The system has two ways to locate the Notes user in 

the directory.  

Select "View lookup" where the Google user adds the Notes user's SMTP address to the calendar event. The 

system will locate each Notes user via the address supplied by referring to the directory's ($Users) view. 

The system also allows a match to be made using a named field on the Person document. This option should 

only be used if the addresses used by the Google Calendar user are not shown in the ($Users) view. To use this 

approach, select "Named field" and enter the name of the field to use in the "Lookup field" box provided. 

When adding Google users to the connector generate the Gmail username from the Person document using 

the formula 

Enter the name of the field in each Person document that contains the Google Apps user name for each Notes 

user who has moved to Google Apps. Usually this is the InternetAddress field, but you can use any field. 

This field is used to ensure that the agent that polls the Google calendars knows which account to access for 

each Notes user listed in the Domino directory a d ide tified as usi g the Google  ale da  s ste . 

You can also enter a formula in this field. For example, the formula @Lo e Case “ho tNa e + @< google-

domain>.co  takes the fi st alue i  ea h use ’s “ho tNa e/Use  ID field, o e ts it to lo e ase, a d 
appends @<my-google-domain>.com to create the Gmail user name/address. 

Note: An invalid formula results in Name conversion failures during polling. Use the Check Formula button at 

the top of the form to validate your formula. 

 

Google Domain Tab 

 

Domain name 

Enter your Google Apps domain name. 
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Domain administrator full email address 

Enter the full email address of your Google domain's super administrator. 

You must now authorize the software for your domain. To do this, complete the following steps: 

1. E su e the Notes lie t is set to use the ope ati g s ste ’s default o se  he  ope i g e  pages. Refe  
to your Notes help for more information on setting your default browser for Lotus Notes as the steps vary 

between different versions of the client. 

2. Press the Authorize Now button. You will see the following dialog box. 

 

3. Press the Get Authorization Code button. 
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4. Log in to your Apps domain using your super administrator credentials if prompted. You will see the 

following page. 

 

5. Click Accept. You are redirected to the following page. 
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6. Copy the code from the web page into the Authorize dialog box as shown below. 
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7. Press the Get Access Token button. A message in the dialog box indicates the token has been obtained. 

 

8. Press OK to close the dialog box. If you do not see an access token valid from date/time beneath the 

Authorize Now button, check the connector log for more information. 
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Advanced Tab 

 

Configure the Advanced tab as described below. 

Detailed event logging 

A log database is created automatically from the "gccln-log.ntf" template and placed into the same folder as 

the connector database. Basic polling service activities are always added to the connector log. 

Set this field to "Enabled" to include detailed polling activity and free/busy web service events in the log. This 

is useful when resolving configuration issues but under normal circumstances this field should be set to 

"Disabled". 

Google free busy feed size 

Enter the number of days that you want to collect from each Google Calendar when the polling agent runs. 

Use whitelisting 

Enable white listing if your connector server is available from the internet. This allows you to prevent intrusion 

attacks. There is no need to enable white listing if your connector server is on the internal network. Do not 

change the default white list values unless advised to do so by Google Support. 

Fall back protocol and Fall back URL 

These settings are for backwards compatibility only. Do not change these values unless advised to do so by 

Google Support. 
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Create Server Group Document

 

Once you have completed the system setup document you must create a Server Group (aka Site) document for 

this instance of the connector. To create a Server Group document, complete the following steps. 

“ele t “e e  G oups  f o  the left ha d a igato . 

P ess the Ne  “e e  G oup  a tio  utto  a d e te  the “e e  G oup  a e he  p o pted. 

Now complete the form as described below. 

General Tab 

 

Configure the General tab as described below. 

Servers 

Use the button provided to select the mail servers in this group. 

Calendar Connector server 

Choose your Calendar Connector server.  

Note: The Connector agents run regularly and will take up valuable server resources. Depending upon the load 

on your servers you may need to have dedicated Calendar Connector servers. You should review your server 

load statistics regularly. 

Calendar Connector server time zone 

Select the Calendar Connector time zone.  

Note: The servers in the group may exist in different time zones but it is important you choose the correct time 

zone for the Connector server.  
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Network Tab 

 

Configure the Network tab as described below. 

Delay between HTTP posts 

If you experience HTTP locks or service-unavailable responses from Google Apps, you may need to increase 

this value to introduce a delay between successive posts. For optimum performance, keep the value at 0.0. 

HTTP transport 

Use ServerXMLHTTP whenever possible. XMLHTTP should only be used for demonstrations or proofs of 

concept and is not supported in production environments. XMLHTTP does not support any proxy options. 

Proxy server and Proxy credentials 

If your ser e s o e t to the e  th ough a p o  se e , e te  that se e ’s <host a e:po t> o  <IP 
address:port> here. If your proxy requires credentials, enter the username and password. 

Network time-outs 

You may, on occasion, experience time-outs between your servers and the Google servers. The normal 

behavior in these circumstances is for the system to exit early and wait for the next scheduled run. If you wish 

to ignore time-outs and have the system wait for the Google servers to respond, set this to Off. You should 

only do this, however, if you are experiencing regular time-outs. 
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What Happens Next

 

Once the system has been configured and the Update Cale da s  agent has run, you should see a profile for 

each Google Calendar user listed in the Google Users  view. 

 

This view shows each Google Calendar user along with their Google Apps email address, the location of their 

Notes mail file and when the Notes Calendar was last updated.  

Note: The Update Cale da s  polli g p o ess he ks to see if the Google alendar has been updated since the 

last update was made to the Notes calendar. If the Google calendar has not changed, the system does not 

e ite the Google e e ts to Notes a d the Last updated  alue i  the ie  a o e e ai s u ha ged. 
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Administration 

This section covers the basic management and tracking of the Calendar Connector. It also offers some 

troubleshooting tips. 

Views

 

This system contains three views. 

 

The Server Groups view shows your site/server group document. 

The Google Users view contains a user profile for every user in the Domino directory where the calendar field 

is set to Google . These a e eated auto ati all   the Update Cale da s  polling agent. 

The Time Zones view contains a document for each web time zone available in the Google calendar system. 

This document shows the web zone as well as the Notes time zone to which it is mapped. These mappings are 

used to convert Notes date/time values from one zone to the zone requested by the Google web service 

consumer when a Google calendar user looks up the free/busy information of a Notes user. 

The "Open Log" link opens the connector log database. 
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User Profiles

 

User profiles are created by the Update Cale da s  agent and there should be a user profile document for 

each user in the Domino directory where the Calendar  field is set to Google .  

A user profile holds the following key pieces of information: 

 Notes username 

 Gmail username (This is the only editable field on the document) 

 Lo atio  of the use ’s Notes mail file 

 

 

The user profile also contains the “chedule I fo atio  tab. This is very useful for checking that the polling 

of the Google calendars is working as expected for individual users. This tab contains the following: 

 This use ’s f ee/ us  i fo atio  rendered through a standard Notes scheduler control 

 The busy time blocks extracted from the Google feed when the users Google calendar was last polled. 

These are the times that are written back to the Notes mail for this user. 

 The actual Google calendar feed from the last polling activity. This is saved as an attachment. 
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Putting a user on hold 

To suspend a user from the polling process, you can put the user on hold. To put a user on hold you can select 

the use s  f o  the Google Use s  ie  a d p ess the Toggle “tatus  a tio  o  ou a  ope  the use  p ofile 
a d p ess the Hold  utto .  When a user is on hold, the system will skip the user during the regular Google 

calendar polling activity which is undertake by the Update Cale da s  agent. 

To resume p o essi g of held use s p ess the Toggle “tatus  utto  o e o e f o  the ie  le el, o  the 
Resu e  utto  f o  the use  p ofile fo . 

Event Logs

 

The system logs basic polling events to a separate database log which can be accessed from the "Open Log" 

link on the connector menu. 

Free/Busy web service events and detailed polling events are also logged when Detailed e e t loggi g  is 

enabled on the system setup profile. 

A screenshot of the log database is shown below: 

 

 

Note: A daily cleanup task purges log entries that are more than 7 days old. 
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Troubleshooting 

Google ale dar users are ot a le to see Notes ale dar details. I stead the  see Cale dar does ot e ist 
or is ot shared  

The Google calendar user is not able to connect to your Domino server. Check all settings and confirm that 

there are no restrictions preventing requests getting through to the Domino server from the browser. Enable 

detailed event logging and check the log database for incoming web service requests. 

The Notes user has been provisioned in Google Apps. Google calendar free/busy information takes precedence 

over the information returned by the connector. Adding the user to an OU where the calendar service is 

disabled or suspending the user in Apps will allow Notes free/busy information to be displayed to the Google 

calendar user. 

The user is not configured in the Domino directo  as a Notes  ale da  use . 

I see the following entries in my server log: 

AMgr: Agent 'Update Calendars' in 'dbname.nsf' does not have proper execution access, cannot 

be run 

OR 

AMgr: Agent 'Update Calendars’ in 'dbname.nsf' encountered error: Error validating user's 
agent execution access 

The template provided was not signed before you installed the tool. You need to sign the connector database 

with a trusted ID (server ID is recommended). 

I’  getti g a  error that sa s Notes error: U a le to ope  Na e a d Address Book...  

Make sure that the server on which the mail file resides has the connector server listed as a trusted server. 

My Notes calendars are not being updated with Google information even though I have active Google 

calendar users listed in the connector 

If the Update Calendars agent is failing to connect to the Google servers to read Google events, enable 

detailed event logging and check the log database for more information. Also check your Domino server log for 

errors when the Update Calendars agent is running. 

My system quits with the following error in the Domino server log: Agent printing: ** Feed terminated: 

Microsoft Http / Network error occurred ** 

It is not uncommon to see occasional HTTP-connection time-outs. You can set the system to ignore network 

time-outs. “ee Net o k ti e-outs  earlier for more details. 
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Connector characteristics and constraints 

The system has been designed with performance in mind. The following characteristics have been built into 

the connector. 

1. The system returns only busy time blocks to the other calendar. Event details are not returned. 

2. The system does not read event details. Whilst, it is not likely that your busy time store is gathering event 

details as IBM recommend that you do not do this. Even if you have enabled detail gathering, the Notes 

events returned will ignore these details and continue to return times only. 

3. Notes Room/Resource information can be returned to Google Calendar users during the free/busy lookup 

 addi g the Cale da  field to the oo / esou e do u e t i  the Do i o di e to  a d setti g it to 
Notes  ut it is ot possi le to ook these esou es f o  Google Cale da . 

4. Google Resource information is not returned to Notes users. 

5. A domain administ ato  a  a ess a pe so ’s ale da  i espe ti e of the setti g that is ade  that 
person in his/her Shared Settings area. 


